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With decades of experience in the events industry, our highly 
skilled team can advise and deliver on a wide spectrum of technical 
services. From design to integration and support, we provide 
comprehensive end-to-end technical solutions tailored to our 

client’s requirements.

Our team’s attention to detail, quality of work, and drive to find the 
best solutions, allow us to deliver consistent, reliable and powerful 

technical support to live events throughout the GCC.
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RIG IT.
LIGHT IT.
MAKE SOME 
NOISE.

ALWAYS ON
THE SAME PAGE.
The Evolution technical team delivers a complete rigging, lighting and 
audio solution for every type of event.

We take the pain out of planning by consulting with our clients from a 
project’s inception to get it right, from the start. Through years of 
experience operating in the region, we know what works where, how 
and why.  We build a clear understanding, not just of your practical 
requirements, but of the overall experience you envision for your 
event.  

This holistic approach creates the opportunity to deliver captivating 
and fully customisable interactive experiences through the use of the 
most up to date technologies. We produce a clear, detailed and 
comprehensive plan with optimal equipment solutions that seamlessly 
integrate into every part of your event set up.
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AUDIO

Audio has a role to play in most productions but knowing ‘what’ and ‘how 
much’ is required can be a daunting exercise. Let us help.

We can offer turnkey solutions for a wide range of audio requirements; 
from simple corporate breakout sessions or intimate string-quartet 
performances to large arena productions.

Whatever your needs, we promise to deliver pristine, uncompromised sound 
to your audience while maintaining aesthetically pleasing event spaces.

AMPED UP!
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LIGHTING

Our lighting team is experienced in a broad spectrum of event types, 
ranging from small press conferences, private parties to large festivals 
and arena shows. We utilise the latest products from recognised brands 
such as Robe, High End, MA Lighting and many more leading 
manufacturers.

Using various WYSIWYG technologies in our design suite, we guide our 
clients through a range of creative possibilities before the event. This 
visual exploration of the event’s technical design allows our clients to 
consider a range of concepts throughout the design and planning 
phases, ensuring the final show meets expectations.

WE LIGHT UP
YOUR WORLD, 
LITERALLY.
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VIDEO

With everything from large-format, high-definition LED screens to 35K 
multi-format projectors, we can deliver a solution for any shape or size 
screen. We utilise all of the latest technologies including, D3, Watchout, 
Ventuz and Notch (to mention but a few).

Video presentations go beyond the technical, and so do we by 
collaborating with our outstanding in-house content, design and brand 
departments, to deliver an audience experience that is unique, emotive 
and memorable.

GOING LIVE
IN 3... 2... 1...
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TRUSS ME, 
WE GOT THIS!
RIGGING

Whether you want to hang a car, fly an aerialist or install a small ground support, 
our team has the skill and expertise to address all of your rigging needs. We 
collaborate closely with our clients to understand their requirements and design 
clever solutions to solve each unique challenge in a sensible, realistic way.

Integral to our process is the development of detailed drawings and load 
calculations for all installations, as well as a rigorous process of testing and 
maintaining our equipment to ensure that every aspect of safety has been 
considered.

We offer a wide range of rigging equipment, including an inventory of over 2km 
of aluminium truss, tracking systems and motors. Alongside the hardware, our 
experienced team include qualified riggers and IRATA rope access technicians.
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THEATRICAL + AUTOMATION

No matter how much technology has advanced, there is still nothing 
quite like the magic of a well-executed theatrical effect.

Our team takes joy in working with our other departments to blend 
scenic, lighting, sound and a touch of sleight of hand to make sets and 
performers pop on stage. We also offer a full set of capabilities in 
automated staging and industry-standard winch systems which can lift 
and lower your set and performers smoothly and safely.

We have had the good fortune of working with several respected 
directors from New York to London, as well as those in our own back 
yard in Abu Dhabi. We are only too happy to work with our clients to 
ascertain and develop innovative and unique ways of putting our 
technical wizardry to the test.

CAUGHT
IN THE ACT.
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CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

Committed to problem-solving with a tailor-made approach, our team 
love a challenge! 

Whether it’s a sensor or a steel structure; customised LED-wall; 
projection-mapping magnifying your content on the side of a building, 
or anything else you can imagine, our talented technical team will work 
with colleagues across the spectrum of skills and know-how to deliver 
beyond your expectations.

WE MAKE
STUFF UP.
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WE NEVER
CUT CORNERS.
HEALTH & SAFETY

Safety is of the highest importance to both our team and our clients. We 
continuously review our plans and assess safety requirements for every 
project and installation; always adhering to global industry health and 
safety standards.

Our H&S advisors have extensive local and regional knowledge, 
experience across a broad spectrum of event types, from small 
conferences to large scale festival events. With a teach not preach 
approach we offer guidance rather than becoming a hindrance, enabling 
our teams & our third-party contractors to achieve their goals both 
efficiently and safely.
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RIGGING

█ Dry Hire

█ Temporary/Technical Install

█ Truss Accessories

█ Access & Lifting  Equipment

█ Automation Services

█ Theatrical Rigging

█ Rigging Design

█ Film, TV & Stunt Rigging

█ Rigging Crew Supply

█ Load Calculations

█ Semi Permanent Structures

AUDIO

█ Microphones/Direct-Injection

█ Speakers

█ RF+ Comms

█ Consoles

█ Networking

█ Audio IT

VIDEO

█ Projection Solutions 

█ Video Design & Content

█ TV Rental

█ LED Screen Rental

█ Cameras

█ Broadcast

█ Video Control

LIGHTING

█ Lighting Design 

█ CAD Services

█ Lighting Rental

█ Custom Gobo Production

█ Temporary Installations

█ Corporate Events  and 

Conferencing

█ Repair and Maintenance

█ PAT Testing

EVOLUTION TECHNICAL  SERVICES

We pride ourselves on our expertly trained team, extensive inventory and the 
close relationships established over time with industry leaders. This allows 
us to ensure that everything we deliver is done to the highest possible 
standards and exceeds our client’s expectations.

With Evolution, your project will be in great hands; we have years of 
experience producing events for some of the biggest names in the region. 
Whether working directly for end clients on turnkey projects or supporting 
fellow event agencies with specific technical requirements.

THAT'S A WRAP!



NOW LET'S TALK  
ABOUT YOU.
Do you have a project in mind? We’d like nothing more than getting to know you 
and helping you to achieve your project, brand and business goals.

If you are having trouble knowing where to start or have a challenge in search 
of a solution, take advantage of us; lean on our expert team to help you 
brainstorm, conceptualise, plan, strategise and visualise. 

By working together as collaborative partners from the inception of a project, 
you’ll benefit from our expertise across a diverse range of specialisations. 
Creativity and problem-solving are driven by insights that come from knowledge 
and experience, and we have those qualities in buckets.

If you’d like to understand more about our approach, learn about our services or 
see more of our case studies, please do get in touch.

www.evolutiontechnical.comhello@evolutiontechnical.com+971 4 882 5338




